
Why patients don’t 
comply with therapy.
Today’s cumbersome devices 
and bulky garments keep people 
tethered and isolated for hours. 
They struggle with therapy, saying 
there’s no easy way to disconnect 
for a quick break. Others require 
help putting the garment on. And 
one mother said, “When my son 
saw me wearing it, he asked me 
if I was going to die.”1

Aria Free is different. 
Simple, comfortable, and incredibly 
portable, Aria FreeTM helps improve 
compliance and satisfaction. 

Easy to fi t. Easy to use.
The system includes a 
smartphone-sized pneumatic 
compression pump and a 
streamlined garment made of 
skin-friendly fabric. Together, they 
deliver gentle gradient pressure 
that encourages lymph fl ow and 
reduces swelling..2

Aria FreeTM empowers patients.
Freedom and fl exibility for the millions facing the burdens of treating lymphedema 

and other chronic edema. By removing barriers to therapy, and providing a lightweight, 

easy-to-use, at-home device with virtual support, we can help people manage lymphedema 

symptoms and improve health outcomes.
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Big idea. Little pump.

Comfortable, 
lightweight 

garment
Slim-fi tting, even 

when infl ated

Quick to connect 
and disconnect

Travel-sized pump
Ultra-compact at 
5.4" x 3.3" x 2.0"

Extremely light at 
10.6 oz.

Pause and 
walk mode

Connectable 
via Bluetooth®

technology

Universal AC 
power supply 
(110V–240V)

Companion app
Patient engagement, 

and therapy and 
usage monitoring

Resources, tips, 
and notifi cations

Our proprietary 
Hi-Res™ technology 

delivers gradient 
sequential pressure 
and gentle massage 

over 35+ air channels 
to encourage 

lymphatic movement 
and clearance of 

lymph through the 
body’s natural 

lymphatic system.



The benefits of effective therapy.
At-home compression therapy compliance can reduce 
adverse clinical outcomes and increase quality of life  
for the nearly 10M individuals living with lymphedema  
in the US,3 yielding an $11K cost savings per patient  
per year.4

• Annual hospitalization rate down 13%

• Outpatient hospital visits down 5%

• Cellulitis diagnoses down 6%

• Physical therapy use down 9%5

Aria Health is an accredited  
HME supplier.
• Contactless delivery

• Setup assistance 

• Free customer support for the life of the product  

• Shipping to 27 states + DC, covering 60% of US pop.

• Service to rural and underserved areas

• ACHC accreditation

Backed by ResMed.
One of the few connected devices in this market, 
Aria Free was developed in 2017 in association with 
ResMed, leveraging the global company’s expertise  
in health technology and cloud-connectable devices.

Patients can purchase Aria Free online 
with a prescription from you.

1  They complete a short survey.

2  We provide easy step-by-step sizing and  
 purchase instructions.

3  They upload their Rx to us. (Providers can  
 download a prescription form at ariahealth.com.)

4  Aria Free ships direct to the patient in 5–7  
 business days with free contactless delivery,  
 simple setup via app or guide, and a 30-day  
 money-back guarantee.  

No more building life around therapy: the compact Aria Free 
system is portable, making compliance —and life — easier.
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The system is for single-patient use and is only intended for adult patients (over 18 years). A prescription is required. We currently offer a leg garment only. As we develop additional 
garments, we will expand our selection.
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If you need additional information, please contact Aria Health at:  
support@ariahealth.com

[Aria Free] is very portable for moving about the house or apartment  
[and it] is easy to set up and use the product. This again goes to  
compliance and acceptance.  Dr. Harvey Mayrovitz, Nova Southeastern University

The garment itself is less bulky  
and the one push button of  
the compact pump makes it  
very convenient.
Emilia Dewi, occupational therapist and  
lymphedema and cancer rehabilitation specialist


